






Read each sentence to find out whether

there is any grammatical or idiomatic

error in it. The error, if any, will be in

one part of the sentence. The number of

that part is your answer. If there is no

error the answer is 5. (Ignore errors of

punctuation, if any)

1



(1) Many writers I know are / (2) far more talented to me / 

(3) but you need a combination of three essentials / (4) to 

succeed: talent, hard work and luck/ (5) no error

A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

1

Replace ‘to me’ with ‘than I’



(1) Challenges provide you the opportunity to grow / (2) 

as a human being, gain a fresh perspective / (3) or it can 

motivate you / (4) to achieve set targets/ (5) no error

A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

2

Replace ‘it’ with ‘they’



(1) Rajneesh made a written complaint to police / (2) 

against the directors of the company that they had / (3) 

violated rules of the projects for which/ (4) they had 

secured licenses/ (5) no error 

A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

3

Insert ‘the’ before ‘rules’



(1) In a forceful intervention, Rajan said committees / (2) 

were less prone to making mistakes / (3) than personalities 

and would / (4) held up better against pressure./ (5) no 

error

A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

4

Replace ‘held up’ with ‘hold up’



(1) The speaker of the Delhi Legislative Assembly denied 

the claims / (2) made by three BJP MLAs – that / (3) they 

had not granted sufficient time to raise /(4) their points in 

the week long budget session./ (5) no error.

A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

5

Insert ‘been’ after ‘not’.



(1) The speaker of the Delhi Legislative Assembly denied 

the claims / (2) made by three BJP MLAs – that / (3) they 

had not granted sufficient time to raise /(4) their points in 

the week long budget session./ (5) no error.

A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

5

Insert ‘been’ after ‘not’.





Rearrangement of sentences-

(A) In fact according to main stream economists it is

inevitable and a necessary evil in any economy.

(B) It is thus important for every nation to maintain this

reserve of labour force to maintain an optimal level of

unemployment

(C) Unemployment is popularly believed to be an index which

measures the economic condition of a nation.

(D) This is because it helps avert inflation by providing a

reserve army of labour which keeps wages in check

(E) The problem, however, only emerges when governments

indirectly facilitate unemployment in order to curb

inflation through various policies and frame works,

depriving a large population of its fundamental rights.

F) But contrary to popular belief unemployment is not

always disadvantageous to the economy of a state.

6-10

Correct sequence is- CFADBE



What is the first sentence after rearranging the 

passage?

A) A

B) B

C) C

D) D

E) E
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What is the last sentence after rearranging the 

passage?

A) A

B) B

C) C

D) F

E) E

7



What is the second sentence after rearranging the 

passage?

A) A

B) B

C) C

D) F

E) E

8



What is the third sentence after rearranging the 

passage?

A) A

B) B

C) C

D) D

E) E

9



What is the fourth sentence after rearranging the 

passage?

A) A

B) B

C) C

D) D

E) E

10



The police feel that the ------shown by the judges to 

first offenders unfortunately -------many youngsters 

to commit more and more crimes.

A) harshness , leads

B) mercy , prohibits 

C) leniency , prevents

D) pity , predisposes

E) clemency , encourages

11



-----------the broker had warned him that the stock 

was a --------- investment, he insisted on buying a 

thousand shares.

A) Because , speculative

B) Since , negligible

C) As , vulnerable

D) Although , precarious

E) Because , selfish

12



We cannot-----------such a/an ----------act of violence.

A) Pardon , egregious

B) Consider , important 

C) Neglect , insignificant

D) Commit , magnificent

E) Tolerate , insipid

13



Spot the words that are same in meaning

Vigilant

A) Wary     B) Pernicious   

C) Circumspect   D) Captive

A) Only A

B) Only A and C

C) Only B and D

D) Only B and C

E) All of the above

14



Spot the words that are same in meaning

Annihilate 

A) Raze     B)  Vandalize 

C) Mar    D) Unravel 

A) Only C

B) Only A and B

C) Only C and D

D) All except D

E) All of the above
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